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Abstract
We present an efficient numerical framework for analyzing spinodal decomposition described by
the Cahn-Hilliard equation. We focus on the analysis of various implicit time schemes for two
and three dimensional problems. We demonstrate that significant computational gains can be ob-
tained by applying embedded, higher order Runge-Kutta methods in a time adaptive setting. This
allows accessing time-scales that vary by 5 orders of magnitude. In addition, we also formulate
a set of test problems that isolate each of the sub-processes involved in spinodal decomposition:
interface creation and bulky phase coarsening. We analyze the error fluctuations using these test
problems on the split form of the Cahn-Hilliard equation solved using the finite element method
with basis functions of different orders. Any scheme that ensures at least 4 elements per in-
terface satisfactorily captures both sub-processes. Our findings show that linear basis functions
have superior error-to-cost properties.
This strategy – coupled with a domain decomposition based parallel implementation – let
us notably augment the efficiency of a numerical Cahn-Hillard solver, and open new venues
for its practical applications, especially when three dimensional problems are considered. We
use this framework to address the isoperimetric problem of identifying 3D stationary solutions
in the periodic cube. The framework is able to generate all five hypothesized candidates for
the local solution of periodic isoperimetric problem in 3D – sphere, cylinder, lamella, doubly
periodic surface with genus two (Lawson surface) and triply periodic minimal surface (P Schwarz
surface).
Keywords: spinodal decomposition, Cahn-Hilliard equation, numerical analysis, adaptive time
stepping, isoperimetric problem
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1. Introduction
In this paper we consider the Cahn-Hilliard equation, which is a forth-order nonlinear partial
differential equation given by Equation (1):
∂φ
∂t
= ∇ ·
(
M(φ)∇
(
∂ f
∂φ
− 2∇2φ
))
(1)
where φ(x, t) is the concentration of a component, which evolves in time and space, M(φ) is the
mobility which usually is concentration dependent, f (φ) is the free energy of mixing, and  is
the interfacial parameter.
The Cahn-Hilliard equation was proposed in 1958 to model phase separation that occurs
in binary alloys [1, 2]. Since then we have witnessed considerable progress in understanding
physical aspects of the phase separation phenomena for various, sometimes very diverse, types
of materials and at different length scales, and the simultaneous development of numerical and
computational methods to support application efforts. Phase separation can be observed in many
types of materials, not only in alloys, as initially discovered, but also in polymers [3], ceram-
ics [4] or even tumor tissues [5]. The Cahn-Hilliard equation has been found to help describe
various phenomena ranging from nanoscale precipitation [3, 6] to the clumping of galaxies in
the universe [7]. The equation has also found varied application in image processing, where it
is used to improve the sharpness of images or for image inpainting [8]. Furthermore, it plays an
important role in phase field methods [9], where it is employed to model behavior of conserved
order variables.
Formally, the Cahn-Hilliard equation is a stiff, forth-order, nonlinear parabolic partial differ-
ential equation. It simultaneously captures a fast phase separation, which leads to thin interface
creation between two phases, and a very slow coarsening, which in turn leads to bulk phases
with interface separating them. Obviously, these two sub-processes are characterized by differ-
ent time and space scales, which makes this equation difficult to solve accurately and efficiently
in feasible time limits and using reasonable computational resources.
Significant progress has been made in providing numerical tools for solving the Cahn-Hilliard
equation, both in terms of spatial and temporal approximation techniques. Work by Langer
et al. [10] is probably the first numerical study. Since then multiple models based on finite
difference [11], finite volume [12, 13], finite element [14, 15, 16, 17] and spectral methods [18],
all with their advantages and drawbacks, have been proposed. It has to be noted that the majority
of effort was concentrated on two dimensional problems. Only recently has progress been made
to determine 3D morphology evolution of separating phases, starting from early stages until a
steady state is reached [19].
Various time schemes have been used in the numerical solution of the Cahn-Hilliard equa-
tion. These have ranged from the most common Euler-Backward scheme, through semi-implicit
schemes, to higher order implicit Runge-Kutta methods. Nevertheless, adaptive time stepping
schemes have only recently been utilized to solve the equation at minimal cost, showing that rig-
orous error control allows to adjust size of time step by a few orders of magnitude during phase
separation and coarsening [12, 19].
As shown above, a wide spectrum of the Cahn-Hilliard equation applications makes the de-
velopment of its efficient numerical solution highly desirable (e.g. image processing, tumor
growth, phase separating alloys). However the inherent complexity of the equation makes the
task demanding, especially for cases when analysis of 3D morphology evolution is necessary. In
this paper we propose highly efficient approaches to solve the Cahn-Hilliard equation. We show
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how application of different time schemes, that enable time adaptivity, combined with various
choices of spatial approximation can improve the efficiency of the numerical solution.
In our framework we use the finite element method to solve the Cahn-Hilliard equation, using
linear, quadratic or cubic basis functions. Additionally, we test three different time integrators
of different orders: the most common Euler-Backward scheme linked with Crank-Nicholson
scheme (EBCN), Explicit Single Diagonal Implicit Runge-Kutta method of order 3 and 4 (ES-
DIRK3, ESDRIRK4). All these integrators allow to adapt size of time step on the basis of
rigorous error control. Combination of the methods gives us wide spectrum of discretization
types for our analysis. Finally, to address scalability issues of three dimensional problems, we
extend our solver with a parallel implementation which allows access to large scale applications,
which are currently considered infeasible.
2. Physical background
In this section we briefly describe the physical background that lead to the Cahn-Hilliard
equation and associated energy functional. Spinodal decomposition is a phase transformation by
which initially homogeneous mixture spontaneously separates into islands rich in one component
and matrix rich in another component. This results in interface creation and introduces additional
energy into the system. Using the Ginzburg-Landau energy functional, the total energy of the
system is formulated as a sum of contributing components. The common basic configuration
consists of homogeneous and interfacial energy:
E(φ) =
∫
Ω
( f (φ) + 2|∇φ|2)dΩ (2)
Energy of the homogeneous system (first term in Equation 2), also called free energy of mix-
ing, is the quantity which governs phase separation and depends only on the local concentration
(see typical free energy plot in Figure 1). The system minimizes the energy by changing dis-
tribution of the concentration and searching for the equilibrium concentrations. The interfacial
energy (second term in Equation 2) in turn depends on the concentration gradient and is scaled
by interfacial parameter . This energy can be reduced via coarsening when interfaces diminish
and the system finds more favorable configuration from energetic standpoint.
2.1. Free energy of mixing
In the case of phase separation, the free energy of mixing is a non convex, double-well func-
tion of the concentration, φ. A typical free energy of mixing is depicted in Figure 1. Two minima
correspond to equilibrium concentrations of separated phases and are characterized by the same
chemical potential difference of individual components in two separated phases (common tan-
gent). The system tries to find the optimal configuration and equalizes the chemical potential via
phase separation. This process is also called ”up-hill” diffusion since the diffusion takes place
against, or up, the concentration gradient.
The Cahn-Hilliard equation serves as a very good model for diverse applications involving
solutions, both liquid and solid state. In particular, applications involving polymer solutions
and blends – thermally induced phase separation process in polymer membrane formation [6],
or organic solar cells devices [20] – are elegantly represented and are of intense interest to the
scientific community. In these applications, the Flory-Huggins model is often utilized to describe
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Figure 1: Typical free energy of mixing for systems that exhibits phase separation (left). Only solutions characterized by
the concentration within spinodal region φ ∈ (φc, φd) (i.e. ∂2 f /∂φ2 < 0) can follow spinodal decomposition and decom-
pose into two phases of equilibrium concentration: φa and φb [9]. Uphill diffusion takes place against the concentration
gradient and result in decomposed two phases of equilibrium concentration (right).
the free energy of mixing1. In the Flory-Huggins model, energy of the system is composed of
two parts: entropic part (first term of Equation 3) and enthalpic part (second term of Equation 3):
∆Gm = RθV
[
φ1
ν1
lnφ1 +
φ2
ν2
lnφ2
]
+ φ1φ2χ12RθV/νr (3)
where: V is the total volume, R is the gas constant, θ is the temperature, φi is the volume fraction
of component i, νi is the molar volume of component i, νr is the molar volume of a specific
segment, and χi j is the Flory-Huggins binary interaction parameter. Assuming both components
have the same molar volume, this model can be rewritten in simpler form:
f (φ) = A
[
φlnφ + (1 − φ)ln(1 − φ) + Bφ(1 − φ)] (4)
where the constant, B, is a notion of the interaction between components and miscibility. In
essence, when B is negative, components are miscible, while when B is positive, the components
repel each other. The degree of miscibility changes with external conditions, e.g. temperature,
concentration or pressure, so does the value of the Flory-Huggins parameter. The most classic
example is thermal dependence of this parameter, which is harnessed in thermally induced phase
separation [26]. But the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter can also depend on concentration
or pressure. In this work we assume constant value of B = 3, which corresponds to constant
external conditions when the system is quenched into spinodal region.
2.2. Cahn-Hilliard equation
The kinetics of phase separation and coarsening is described by the Cahn-Hilliard equation.
It describes how the total energy (E) is dissipated in the conservative system. We start by defining
the chemical potential of the system (please note that we consider the whole system, not just its
homogeneous part as in the previous subsection). Chemical potential of the system quantifies
1Another form of free energy frequently used in phase separation models is a polynomial function, example of such
function is f (φ) = 0.25 · (φ2 − 1)2.
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how much the energy changes when the configuration changes (µ = δE/δφ). Using Fick’s First
Law for the flux (J = −M∇µ) and the continuity equation (∂φ/∂t + ∇J = 0) we get the Cahn-
Hilliard equation given by Equation (1).
In summary, the Cahn-Hilliard equation describes the evolution of the system which follows
energy minimization while conserving mass. In Equation (2) the most basic expression for the
energy is given. However it can be extended to other types of energies (e.g. boundary energy,
strain energy) in a straightforward way [9, 21].
3. Numerical methodology
In this work we use the finite element method to solve the split Cahn-Hilliard equation.
We investigate potential improvements by testing various (isoparametric) basis functions and
implicit time schemes. A key feature is that we ensure time adaptivity, which allows us to handle
the multiscale nature of the phase separation. In this section we describe details of both spatial
and temporal discretization with emphasis on the advantages of selected configurations.
3.1. Spatial discretization
Consider a binary mixture of two components A, and B with concentrations defined by φ and
(1 − φ), respectively. Let the mixture occupy an open space Ω ∈ Rnsd , with dimension nsd = 2, 3.
The boundary of Ω is assumed to be sufficiently smooth and is denoted as Γ = ∂Ω, with outward
unit normal n. The boundary consists of two complementary parts Γ = Γp ∪ Γr = Γs ∪ Γq. The
evolution of concentration field is governed by the Cahn-Hilliard equation supplemented with
initial and boundary conditions.
There are two main approaches to solving the Cahn-Hilliard equation: solving the original
form given by Equation (1) with a forth-order operator, or by splitting into two second order
partial differential equations by introducing an auxiliary variable – the chemical potential µ. The
split version of the equation is given by Equation (5).
∂φ
∂t
= ∇ · (M∇µ)
µ =
∂ f
∂φ
− 2∇2φ
(5)
The splitting strategy was proposed by Elliot [14] to avoid constraints related to the con-
tinuity of the basis functions when using the finite element method with a primal variational
formulation. More precisely, the standard C0-continuous finite element formulation is not suit-
able for forth-order operators, and consequently basis functions which are piecewise smooth and
C1-continuous should be utilized. However, there are only a limited number of finite elements
that fulfill the above continuity condition, especially in two and three dimensions. This conti-
nuity requirement was a primary motivation for the development and deployment of methods
like the natural element method [22], nonconforming finite element method [17], NURBS-based
variational formulation [19], and discontinuous Galerkin method [23] to solve the Cahn-Hilliard
equation in its original form (with impressive results). However, this continuity requirement
can be avoided by a simple splitting strategy, following which standard C0-continuous finite el-
ements can be utilized. Unfortunately this comes at a price of an additional degree of freedom
introduced into the solver. Nevertheless, such problem reformulation reduces the complexity of
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the problem from the numerical point of view (see for example [24, 25]) and makes it amenable
to use legacy codes for application driven problems. In our approach we take advantage of the
splitting strategy for Cahn-Hilliard equation and use the finite element method with a choice of
linear, quadratic or cubic isoparametric basis functions.
3.1.1. Strong form of split Cahn-Hilliard equation
The strong form is formulated as follows: find φ : Ω× [0,T ]→ R and µ : Ω× [0,T ]→ R (µ
is only auxiliary variable) such that:
∂φ
∂t
= ∇ · (M∇µ) in Ω × [0,T ], (6)
µ =
∂ f
∂φ
− 2∇2φ in Ω × [0,T ], (7)
φ = p on Γp × [0,T ], (8)
M2∇2φ = q on Γq × [0,T ], (9)
∇(Mµ) · n = hµ on Γr × [0,T ], (10)
∇(Mφ) · n = hφ on Γs × [0,T ], (11)
φ(x, 0) = φ0(x) in Ω. (12)
The mobility M strongly affects the solution and can be linked with the diffusivity, D. The most
common approach is to set it as a constant (M = D/(RT)). Such an approach is extensively
applied in both analytical and numerical studies [26, 19, 22, 12]. However, the mobility depends
on the concentration. The commonly used form for this dependence is given by Equation (13).
This form assumes that the diffusion process occurs in the neighborhood of interfaces, and is
commonly referred to as degenerate mobility.
M = Dφ(1 − φ)/(RT ) (13)
The boundary conditions here are represented in a general form: Equations (8) and (9) con-
stitute the Dirichlet boundary conditions on the concentration and chemical potential, while
Equations (10) and (11) constitute the Neumann boundary conditions. From this point we con-
sider periodic boundary conditions (torus) or homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions on
all boundaries (hφ = 0 and hµ = 0 on Γ).
3.1.2. Weak form of split Cahn-Hilliard equation
We begin by considering the weak form of the Cahn-Hilliard equation. By integrating Equa-
tions (6) and (7) against weighting functions w ∈ H1(Ω) we obtain [14]:(
w, φ,t
)
+ a (w,Mµ) =
(
w, hµ
)
Γ
(14)(
w, f ′(φ)
) − (w, µ) + a (w, 2φ) = (w, hφ)
Γ
c (15)
where (·, ·) is the L2 inner product on Ω, a(·, ·) is the energy inner product on Ω, hφ and hµ define
natural boundary conditions.
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3.1.3. Galerkin approximation
We define φh ∈ Sh to be the finite dimensional approximation of concentration field, µh ∈ Mh
to be the finite dimensional approximation of chemical potential field and wh ∈ Vh to be the finite
dimensional weighting function. Define function spaces:
Sh = {φh|φh ∈ H1(Ω), φh ∈ Pk(Ωe) ∀e} (16)
Mh = {µh|µh ∈ H1(Ω), µh ∈ Pk(Ωe) ∀e} (17)
Vh = {wh|wh ∈ H1(Ω), wh ∈ Pk(Ωe) ∀e} (18)
with Pk(Ωe) being the space of the standard polynomial finite element shape functions on element
Ωe, where k is the polynomial order. An approximate solution to the split Cahn-Hilliard equation
is: find φh ∈ Sh × [0,T ] and µh ∈ Mh × [0,T ] such that:(
wh, φh,t
)
+ a
(
wh,Mµh
)
= 0 (19)(
wh, f ′(φh)
)
−
(
wh, µh
)
+ a
(
wh, 2φh
)
= 0 (20)
where: wh =
∑nb
A wAP
k
A, φ
h =
∑nb
A φAP
k
A, µ
h =
∑nb
A µAP
k
A, with PA as basis functions and nb as the
dimension of discrete space. In our approach we use linear, quadratic or cubic basis functions
(k = 1, 2 or 3).
3.2. Temporal discretization
Efficient temporal discretization depends on two main components: choice of time scheme
and time adaptivity. Explicit methods are often intractable due to severe restrictions on size of
time step (∼ ∆x4) arising from the stiffness of the equation. This makes them computationally
prohibitive even for simple problems. Consequently, implicit methods arise as a natural alter-
native. Since they are unconditionally stable they allow for much larger time step. However,
because of nonlinear nature of the Cahn-Hilliard equation, implicit schemes require nonlinear
solvers. Probably the most utilized implicit time schemes in this context are Euler Backward and
Crank-Nicholson methods [27, 22, 23].
An intermediate approach is provided by semi-implicit time-stepping algorithms. Some
terms are treated implicitly while others are treated explicitly. One such approach splits the
free energy term into expansive and contractive parts, and treats the former explicitly and the
later implicitly [28, 17]. Then, the contractive part of the free energy can be linearized, sim-
ilar to the biharmonic term of the Cahn-Hilliard equation. Such linearization strategies avoid
a nonlinear solver, saving computational resources. However, such semi-implicit methods can
be applied only to problems characterized by constant mobility. When considering the more
realistic degenerate mobility case, such splitting is not possible.
In our approach we take advantage of implicit time schemes due to their unconditional sta-
bility and their flexibility to solve the degenerate mobility case. Additionally we select the set
of implicit schemes which enables adaptive time step strategies to address multiscale nature of
modeled phenomena. Surprisingly, time adaptivity has remained relatively unexplored in the
context of solving the Cahn-Hilliard equation. The most common approaches try to adapt the
size of time step by providing heuristic strategies, e.g. by changing size of time step several
times during a simulation [29], or by adjusting time step on the basis of number of iterations re-
quired to solve a nonlinear problem for given time step [22]. Only recently, approaches based on
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error control by using embedded implicit Runge-Kutta integrators and the generalized-α method
to solve Cahn-Hilliard equation have been proposed [12, 19].
We exploit the advantages of adaptive time stepping and perform comparative analysis of sev-
eral different time stepping schemes. We use the most common Euler Backward scheme linked
with the Crank-Nicolson scheme. We also investigate the Explicit first step, Single diagonal co-
efficient, Diagonally Implicit Runge–Kutta (ESDIRK) method, which belongs to the embedded
multistage methods. All selected configuration provide the means to estimate error and adjust
size of time step.
3.2.1. Time schemes
We are particularly interested in high-order implicit Runge–Kutta methods, such as explicit
first step, single diagonal coefficient, diagonally implicit Runge–Kutta methods. They allow
the design of stable, high-order accurate schemes with good accuracy and stability properties
(A-stable and L-stable) [30].
We consider an ordinary differential equation of the general form given by Equation (21),
which is the result of spatial semi-discretization:
dΦ
dt
= S(Φ(t)) (21)
with Φ as the vector of concentration and chemical potential, and the vector S results from the
semi-discretization of the Cahn-Hilliard equation.
Table 1: Butcher table for ESDIRK methods with s = 5 and diagonal coefficient γ.
0 0 0 0 0 0
c2 a21 γ 0 0 0
c3 a31 a32 γ 0 0
c4 a41 a42 a43 γ 0
1 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5
b1 b2 b3 b4 b5
bˆ1 bˆ1 bˆ1 bˆ1 bˆ1
ESDIRK methods belong to the class of multistage methods. For each time step, at the k-th
stage (k = 1, ..., s, where s is the number of stages) the method computes approximation to the
initial value problem Φk at an intermediate time point ck∆t:
Φk = Φn + (ck∆t)
k∑
j=1
ak jS(Φ j) (22)
where ak j are the stage weights and ck defines the point in time (see Table 1). An additional
advantage is that ESDIRK methods are embedded methods. This means that they provide two
solutions: of order p, Φn+1, and order (p − 1), Φˆn+1. This enable error estimation for given time
step and consequently time step adaptation. Two solutions can be determined using the same
pattern for all stages but with different coefficients:
Φˆn+1 = Φn + ∆t
s∑
j=1
bˆ jS(Φ j) (23)
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Φn+1 = Φn + ∆t
s∑
j=1
b jS(Φ j) (24)
b j and bˆ j are the main and embedded scheme weights, respectively. The vector Φˆn+1 is used
only to estimate the error and select new size of the time step. All coefficients used in the above
procedure are shown in a consistent way using the Butcher table (Table 1).
ESDIRK methods are designed in such a way that all stage weights coefficients ak j are non
zero only at lower triangular matrix in Butcher table. Due to this, the solving procedure for all
stages can be successively separated saving memory, in contrast to the implicit methods with
full s × s table. Additionally, ESDIRK methods can be implemented in a generic way, such
that only by changing the Butcher table, one can easily switch to different order. In our study
we take advantage of ESDIRK methods and used two representative methods: ESDIRK3 (taken
from [30, 31], γ = 0.4359) and ESDIRK4 (taken from [30, 31], γ = 0.25). Additionally, we
use EB scheme linked with CN scheme for comparison purposes. We use this combination (of
EB with CN) since the EB and CN schemes are the most commonly used schemes to solve
the Cahn-Hilliard equation (that can potentially be linked to construct an adaptive time stepping
strategy). In the results section we show that the efficiency of the framework can be significantly
augmented (compared to this basic scheme EB-CN) by using higher order time schemes.
To summarize, apart from the good stability and accuracy, ESDIRK methods have three main
advantages: they are embedded, memory efficient and provide generic approach for various order
approximations (Butcher table).
3.2.2. Adaptive time stepping
Spinodal decomposition is a phenomena rich in multiple temporal scales. It is possible to
identify cycles of very slow morphology changes that are interspersed by dynamic periods of
separation and coarsening processes (see Figure 9). To address this multiscale behavior we utilize
adaptive time stepping based on rigorous error control. This helps to enhance the efficiency while
maintaining high accuracy of the solution.
In every time step, the solution error is computed and new size of time step is determined.
Since all selected time schemes provide approximated solutions of two orders, the error is com-
puted between solutions of order p and (p − 1) (err = ‖φp − φp−1‖∞/‖φp‖∞). Then to find new
size of time step ∆tnew we use an elementary controller, given by Equation (25):
∆tnew = ∆told
(
tol
err
)1/κ
(25)
where κ is a constant, in our case we take κ = 4 for all schemes2. This controller is an example
of linear negative feedback control. The step size ratio (∆new/∆old) is negatively proportional
to the error excess (err/tol) [32]. New size of time step ∆told is adjusted on the basis of the
ratio between assumed tolerance tol and estimated error. If the error is larger than the toler-
ance (err > d · tol, with constant d = 1.2) such time step is rejected and new size of the time
step is computed according to Equation (25). Such strategy allows keeping the estimated error
close to the tolerance. We report results based on a basic controlling strategy to determine new
size of time step, similar to References [4, 12, 19]. Extensive testing using more complex PID
2We tested other values of the parameter κ but did not notice significant difference in total number of time steps.
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controllers mirrored trends of this basic strategy and did not show significant improvements in
efficiency [12, 19].
The adaptive strategy allows us to adjust the size of time step by several orders of magnitude
during morphology evolution. The implemented strategy is capable of detecting rare coarsening
events, typical for spinodal decomposition, and adjust the time-step accordingly. Moreover, it
also allows us to reach steady state solutions for both two and three dimensional cases. For
typical results and discussion see results Sections 6 and 7.
3.3. Numerical implementation: PETSc framework with ParMETIS
The Cahn-Hilliard equation is a nonlinear equation. In order to solve the nonlinear equations,
the formulation is linearized consistently and a Newton–Raphson scheme is used. To solve large
problems with several millions of degree of freedom, we use a domain decomposition based mesh
partitioner to divide the mesh and distribute it across computational nodes. In our framework we
use the ParMETIS partitioner [33, 34]. Accordingly, the global vectors and matrices follow
the mesh partitioning patterns and are distributed among computational nodes. Additionally,
to enable parallel solution of the algebraic systems, we use the PETSc solver library [35, 36].
The results reported are obtained using the Generalized Minimal Residual Method, with additive
Schwarz preconditioner, or using LU method with factorization done using MUMPS library [37].
4. Numerical strategy to investigate multiscale nature of phase separation
Phase separation phenomena is characterized by multiple spatial and temporal scales. From
a numerical point both are challenging. To address the intrinsic complexity of the problem we
perform our numerical analysis by analyzing both the spatial and temporal discretization. We
enumerate three main components of our analysis.
1. Investigate the effect of the spatial approximation order. A rigorous spatial discretization
analysis is almost absent in the context of the Cahn-Hilliard equation. While there is a
whole spectrum of elegant advanced methods applied to solve the equation, e.g. discon-
tinuous Galerkin, natural element method, NURBS-based variational formulation, there is
no benchmark to perform comparative analysis. There are only a few attempts to char-
acterize and desensitize the mesh dependence of the numerical model [19, 38, 22]. We
propose to use the width of the interface as a reference length scale to compare various
spatial approximation approaches. (This concept in not new and is used extensively in the
analysis of the related Allen-Cahn equation). This is because we are interested in capturing
accurately both thin interface creation and bulky phases coarsening. We perform analy-
sis for different order functions of classic Galerkin approximation of split Cahn-Hilliard
equation. Additionally, we formulate separate tests to isolate the effect of phase separation
and coarsening. This allows us to analyze individually two subprocesses of different na-
ture. We envision using these tests as benchmarks for comparison between different spatial
discretization strategies.
2. Address temporal multiscale nature for 2D and 3D problems. We address the multiscale
nature of the temporal approximation by performing comparative analysis of the adaptive
time stepping schemes of different order. We showcase the improvements due to applying
higher order methods both for 2D and 3D problems. To our best knowledge, this is the first
study of time adaptivity for 3D problem when morphology evolution is considered from
early stages to the final steady state.
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3. Perform scalability analysis and showcase framework to investigate large problem. We
perform scalability analysis of our parallel framework, which provides a powerful tool
for large scale problems. We finally study the isoperimetric problem of identifying 3D
stationary solutions in the periodic cube, which is a standing problem in differential geom-
etry [39, 40, 41].
5. Analysis of spatial discretization
Due to the multiscale spatial nature of the modeled phenomena, we are interested in capturing
accurately both thin interface creation and bulky phase coarsening. The common denominator
of both subprocesses is to accurately capture the dynamics of interfaces, thus we advocate the
use of the interface width as the smallest length scale and we analyze our numerical solutions
looking at the number of grid units used to describe the concentration profile across the interface,
N. The number of grid units, N, has been traditionally used to characterize and alleviate mesh
dependence in case of the Allen-Cahn equation used to model dendritic growth [42, 43], where
the interface also plays an important role. We import this approach into the current study and
perform comparative numerical analysis of various spatial approximations.
Additionally, due to different time scales of these two subprocesses, initially the phase sepa-
ration is dominant while later coarsening leads, we rationalize the need to separate and analyze
them individually. To do this, we use the dominant wavelength of the morphology, which allows
to isolate one wavelength and analyze the drastic change in concentration due to phase separa-
tion only. Subsequently, to investigate the coarsening process, we consider two drops with fully
developed interfaces and analyze their coalescence only.
The final aim of these test suite is to investigate how the number of grid units per interface
affect the solution error for two subprocesses of different nature. Additionally, we investigate
how the order of basis functions affects the number of grid units required to maintain assumed
accuracy. This analysis will provide computational scientists a rule of thumb to choose mesh
discretization that ensures a converged solution.
5.1. Morphology descriptors used in designing
In our analysis we use two characteristic morphology descriptors which reflect multiple spa-
tial scales, which are the interface width and the dominant wavelength of the morphology. To
estimate values of these descriptors we use the analytical solution related to Cahn-Hilliard equa-
tion. Linear stability analysis provides an estimation of the critical and dominant wavelength
of linearized Cahn-Hilliard equation in 1D [26, 44]. The interface width, in turn, can be deter-
mined with the aid of the equilibrium interface profile [45, 46], or using formula from original
Cahn-Hilliard paper [1]. Both features depend on the material and system specific parameters,
e.g. interfacial parameter , initial concentration φ0 and free energy parameters. To be able to
consistently control the properties of interface in this analysis we use the following double well
free energy:
f (φ) =
α
4
φ − √ βα
2 φ + √ βα
2 (26)
where α and β are positive constants. The two equilibrium concentrations for such form of the
free energy are φ− = −
√
β/α and φ+ =
√
β/α, respectively. This form of the free energy has
an additional advantage over other common polynomial forms, it gives the possibility to control
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the equilibrium concentrations in an easy way and additionally its corresponding equilibrium
interface profile can be determined analytically [45, 46]. The equilibrium interface profile for
this free energy function can be found by minimizing the functional E with respect to variations
of the function φ, by solving Equation (27):
µ(φ) =
δE
δφ
= αφ3 − βφ − 2∇2φ = 0 (27)
A one-dimensional (say along the x-direction) nonuniform solution to Equation (27) that satisfies
boundary condition: φ0(x→ ±∞) = ±φ, is given by Equation 28.
φ(x) = φ+tanh
 x√
2ξ
 (28)
where ξ =
√
2/β. This profile provides means to estimate the width of the interface for given
interfacial parameter 2 and free energy parameters. We use the profile in our analysis to estimate
the width of the interface and calculate the minimal number of elements to accurately discretize
this interfacial length.
In general, we identify two different approaches to estimate the width of the interface, which
assume two different definitions of the interface width (see Figure 2):
Form 1: Having the interface profile (Equation 28), the interface width δ is given by δ = 2
√
2ξ tanh−1(0.9)
[45, 46]. In this case, the width of the interface is defined as the distance where the con-
centration changes in the range φδ ∈ (0.9φ−, 0.9φ+) (see Figure 2 left). It should be noticed
that by changing the value and ratio between two parameters α and β the width of the in-
terface can be controlled as well as equilibrium concentrations. For more details regarding
the equilibrium interface profile we refer to work [45, 46].
Form 2: The width of the interface was also estimated in the original paper of Cahn and Hilliard [1],
also for one dimensional problem. However this time the interface width is defined as a
distance required to span by the profile across the accessible range of the concentration (see
Figure 2 right). The range of concentration is bounded by the equilibrium concentrations
∆φe = |φβ −φα|. While the profile is characterized by the slope at the critical concentration
(dφ/dx)|φc which can be further linked to the interfacial properties (dφ/dx)|φc =
√
∆ f /2.
The width of the interface is given by formula: δ = ∆φe/(dφ/dx)|φc = ∆φe
√
2/∆ fmax. An
important advantage of this approach is independence from the type of free energy3.
We used both definitions to estimate the width for free energy given by Equation (26) with
α = 1 and β = 1. The former definition gives the estimation of δ = 4.164
√
2, while the later
provides us with the estimation of δ = 4
√
2. Either definition can be used in the width estimation
and guides subsequent choice of discretization. In particular, this (1D) rule to estimate the width
of the interface works exceedingly well even for width estimation in 2D and 3D problems (as
shown in the results section).
Next, we use linear stability analysis to determine the dominant wavelength of the morphol-
ogy. The Cahn-Hilliard equation is linearized assuming that mobility and chemical potential of
the homogeneous system depends only on the initial concentration. The initial concentration
3We advocate its use when deciding on mesh discretization for solving the Cahn-Hilliard equation involving free
energy functionals others that given by Equation 26.
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Figure 2: Typical interface profile with marked width of the interface according to two different definitions.
is assumed to be characterized by infinitesimal disturbance, ψ, around the mean concentration
φ0. Only the perturbation of the minimum wavelength λcr = 2pi
√
2/(− f ′′(φ0)) can grow and
follow phase separation, which lead to the dominant wavelength λd =
√
2λcr. For more details
regarding the linear stability analysis we refer to work [26, 44].
Both the interface width and the dominant wavelength are utilize to isolate effect of the phase
separation and coarsening by setting initial conditions accordingly. In case of phase separation
we are interested in analyzing the effect of fast and significant change of concentration where
waves are of size close to dominant wavelength, while in case of coarsening we want to analyze
coarsening of fully separated domains characterized by the dominant wavelength. In both cases
we use the free energy given by Equation (26) to control the width of the interface.
In the following tests we assume parameters α = 1, β = 1 and 2 = 0.002. This gives us
the interface width estimated to be δ ≈ 0.186. For initial concentration, φ0 = 0 the dominant
wavelength is equal λd ≈ 0.4. Since all parameters were estimated for simplified cases, we also
assume the diffusion coefficient to be constant and assume D = 1. Next, we generate structured
meshes to capture the interface width with 3, 6, 12 and 24 linear elements approximately. The
total number of elements, however, depends on the domain size and order of basis functions.
5.2. Phase separation
To prevent creation of multiple initial waves and their subsequent coarsening we assume the
computational domain to be a square of size equal to two dominant wavelength L = 2λd = 0.8.
Initial concentration is φ0 = 0 with the initial profile given by Equation:
φ = φ0 + ψ · cos(2.0pix/L) · cos(2.0piy/L) (29)
where ψ = 0.1 is the initial perturbation. We run simulations for t = 0.08 without time adaptivity
to enable the error analysis for intermediate stages as well as final solution. We assume size of
time step as ∆t = 0.001. We assume homogeneous Neumann conditions at all boundaries with
zero flux.
The morphology evolution from the initial concentration until phases reach the equilibrium
concentration is shown in Figure 3 (bottom). In the same Figure we also show the concentration
profiles for x = 0.5L (Figure 3 left top) to better visualize the change of composition. With
time, the composition changes by one order of magnitude from initial perturbation (±0.1) to
equilibrium values (±1), while the overall morphology does not coarsen (as intended). In the
same Figure we plot also the final profile (top right) to show that the width of the interface is
captured with three linear elements as estimated using analytical solution (as intended).
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Figure 3: The concentration profile evolution for x = 0.5L during the phase separation for t = 0.0, 0.007, 0.020 and 0.080
(top left) and final solution (top right). The two concentration fields: initial (left bottom) and final stages (right bottom),
results were obtained using fine mesh. Notice that the concentration is changing by order of one magnitude while the
number of waves and the wavelengths remains the same.
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Figure 4: Error profile for various spatial approximation with linear basis functions (1N), quadratic (2N) and cubic (3N).
The effect of different number of grid units used to approximate the solution across the interface.
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Next, we perform error analysis between solution obtained using different mesh sizes and
different order basis functions. We use two sets of meshes to provide comparable number of
grid units per interface, taking into account different requirements for different basis functions
(quadratic basis functions span over 3 nodes and 2 grid units and cubic span over 4 nodes and 3
grid units).
(a) For linear (and quadratic basis functions) we generate meshes with 14, 28, 56, and 112 4-
noded quadrilateral elements along x and y directions. In case of linear basis functions (1N)
they corresponds to cases with 3, 6, 12 and 24 grid units on average per interface. For 1N
basis functions the number of grid units is equivalent to number of elements. Since number
of elements is even, it is possible to use the same meshes for quadratic basis functions (2N)
with the same number of nodes and grid units but reduced number of 9-noded quadrilateral
elements.
(b) For cubic basis functions (3N), we generate additional meshes with 16, 31, 61 and 121
nodes along x and y directions, which correspond to 5, 10, 20 and 40 16-noded quadrilat-
eral elements along given direction.
Generated meshes provides comparable number of grid units used to describe the concentration
profile across the interface N but different solution approximation using different order of basis
functions.
For each set of tests (1N, 2N, 3N) we assume the finest mesh solution as a reference solution
φe, and compute the relative error in the following way: err = ‖φ − φe‖2/‖φe‖2. We plot the
error evolution for three sets using linear, quadratic and cubic basis functions in Figure 4. For the
purpose of comparison we use the averaged number of grid units per interface N as a descriptor
for all tests.
Our analysis shows that initially all meshes give error below 1%. However, as phase sep-
aration proceeds, the error increases. The range of error for linear basis functions is smaller
compared to quadratic basis functions. In addition, the error for all 1N tests stabilize faster com-
pared to higher order basis functions (2N and 3N). This observation suggests that linear basis
function adjust better to the fast changes in the the solution. Our analysis shows that using only
3 nodes to describe the dynamic of separation phases gives relatively high error, the error is even
higher for quadratic basis functions. Worse properties of higher order approximation with low
N can be attributed to lower number of elements used compared to linear basis function. When
we increase the number of grid units the accuracy increases as expected. However, we do not
observe significant improvement in case of cubic basis functions compared to the quadratic basis
functions.
In summary, our analysis shows that for isolated phase separation phenomena, the quadratic
basis functions produce lower error than 1N and comparable with 3N. Additionally, used mesh
should capture the interface with at least 4 grid units.
5.3. Coarsening
We assume the computational domain to be the size of L = 3.2. Similar to phase separation
tests, we generate two sets of meshes (for 1N, 2N and 3N), we use the same mesh density as in
phase separation tests. The simulation is run for final time t = 30 with size of time step ∆t = 0.01.
We adapt the test from work [47] and we analyze the coalescence of two drops of radius
R = 0.6655 with centers at x1 = (1.0624, 1.0624) and x2 = (2.1375, 2.1375). For the problem
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Figure 5: The concentration field evolution during the coarsening of two particles for t = 0.0, 0.6, 2.0 and 30.0. The
solution was obtained using fine mesh.
definition, the initial concentration is given by the formula:
φ = tanh
(
R−‖x−x1‖√
22
)
f or ‖x − x1‖ <
(
R + 2
√
22
)
(30)
φ = tanh
(
R−‖x−x2‖√
22
)
f or ‖x − x2‖ <
(
R + 2
√
22
)
(31)
In Figure 5 we plot the initial composition field as well as the morphology evolution until
final steady state is reached. Two initially circular drops coarsen and coalese with time and form
a single drop. Figure 6 shows 1D cut at x = 0.5L to better visualize the change in composition
from initial concentration to the final equilibrium stage. Concentration of two phases does not
change its range, however the overall morphology changes drastically. The length of the interface
is reduced due to coalescence of two drops, which is manifested in the energy drop, as shown in
Figure 6 (d).
Next, we compute error in the same fashion as in Subsection 5.2. We use the same configura-
tion of meshes, N = 3, 6, 12 and 24 grid units to describe the dynamics of the interface. Similarly
we use solution for N = 24 as a reference solution.
In Figure 7 we plot the error evolution for linear, quadratic and cubic basis functions. First,
we observe that for coarsening phenomena, errors are larger compared to the phase separation
tests. The maximum error is obtained at the beginning of the coarsening. The initial maximum
peak is obtained for all meshes, and it is attributed to the delay in capturing the onset of coars-
ening, as shown in Figure 6. In Figure 6 (b) we plot the cut at the x = 0.5L for this time step to
better visualize the difference when the error is maximum. We observe the initial delay in energy
dissipation plot 6 (d), which directly transforms into the initial error peak. However, the initial
delay balances fast, as can be seen from the energy plot (notice that the time axis is logarithmic
to better visualize the difference).
Our tests show that to maintain error below 1% limit, a mesh with more than N = 3 is
required, which is similar to the observation made in previous tests related to phase separation
only. However, in case of coarsening we observe less stable error profile for higher order basis
functions. We also do not observe significant improvement when using cubic basis functions. In
contrast, using linear basis functions the resulting errors stabilize very fast and show rapid drop to
asymptotic behavior. The higher order of the basis functions is, the more grid units per interface
are required to obtained asymptotic behavior of the error profile. We attribute this behavior to
the weaker ability of higher order function to adjust to fast changes in curvature observed during
coarsening process. Notice that we compare discretization with similar number of nodes (and
not elements), and consequently in our tests the number of elements is reduced for higher order
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Figure 6: Concentration profiles across the 2D morphology for x = L/2 of the three solution using linear basis functions
for coarsening test. For comparison we plot solutions using two meshes: coarse with three linear elements per interface
(N = 3) and fine with 24 linear elements per interface (N = 24). Three solutions corresponds (a) to initial concentration,
(b) concentration when maximum error is measured and (c) final concentration. We also plot the energy profile (d) to
showcase the initial error pick caused by the delay in the coarsening (note that the time scale is logarithmic). Notice that
even though the width of the interface is estimated using the analytical solution for 1D problem, the estimation matches
well for 2D problem – see figure (c) when cutting is done across the interface. The interface is captured within three
linear elements as estimated.
basis functions. When number of elements is increased accordingly, error is significantly reduced
and stabilized fast for all spatial approximation. However, the aim of this tests is to investigate
how the order of basis functions affects the number of grid units required to maintain assumed
accuracy. The number of grid units determines the total number of degree of freedom and the size
of system of equations, which we consider as a cost. Our tests show that linear basis functions
shows superior error-to-cost properties with this metric.
In summary, both set of tests show that the analytical estimation of the interface width
matches well with the 2D numerical simulations (see Figures 3 top right and 6 top right). Ad-
ditionally, we consistently showed that the solution is sensitive to the spatial discretization. We
select the width of the interface to be the reference length scale descriptor. We notice that more
than 4 grid units are required to maintain good accuracy for both phase separation and coars-
ening subprocesses. Additionally, when increasing the order of basis functions the accuracy is
increased as expected, however this comes with the price of less stable error profile. Finally, the
cubic basis function does not improve significantly the error while keeping similar size of the
mesh in terms of grid units.
Remark: The theoretically estimated interfacial width (using form 1 or form 2) provides a
good rule of thumb for choosing mesh densities that ensure a set error threshold. In particular, we
found this to be very useful for efficiently solving 3D problems. The notion of the theoretically
estimated width of the interface allows us to choose the mesh density that guarantees certain
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Figure 7: Error profile for various spatial approximation with linear basis functions (1N), quadratic (2N) and cubic (3N).
The effect of different number of grid units used to approximate the solution across the interface ranging from 3 to 12.
error threshold.
6. Analysis of two dimensional problem
6.1. Analysis of various time stepping schemes
We consider degenerate mobility and the Flory-Huggins free energy function given by Equa-
tion (4) with A = 3000, B = 3, 2 = 1. The initial composition field is a random uniform
perturbation around φ0 = 0.63, with zero mean and maximum fluctuation of 0.05. We consider
a square computational domain of size L = 1. The choice of the configuration is motivated by
comparison purposes since it is used in References [12, 19, 23].
Next, we generate the mesh which consists of 1002 elements with linear basis functions. It
corresponds to 4.6 elements per interface. The width of the interface (δ = 0.046) is estimated
using formula from original paper on the Cahn-Hilliard equation [1] (Form 2). We apply periodic
boundary conditions on all boundaries.
The morphology evolution results are presented in Figure 8 from early stages of the process,
when the components are well mixed with each other and it is difficult to identify phases; until
final steady state is reached (t = 0.1). Additionally, in Figure 9 (a), we plot the energy dissipation
profile together with profile of time step sizes determined using adaptive strategies. Notice the
fast drop in homogeneous energy Ehomo related to the phase separation, and slow coarsening
reflected in the slow interfacial energy Eint dissipation. Additionally, notice the extremely wide
range of time scales, size of time step varies from ∆t = 10−7 to ∆t = 0.01, which is around 5
orders of magnitude. The richness of the temporal scale has a clear impact on the time-stepping
strategies. It is easy to identify periods of slow morphology evolution when size of time step
can be gradually increased and the fast and dramatic coarsening events which induces reduction
of time step size. It is evident that adaptive time stepping strategies are effective to provide an
efficient numerical model to simulate long term behavior of spinodal decomposition.
We further exploit potential improvements through applying higher order time schemes. In
Figure 9(b) we plot the size of time step profile for various time step schemes analyzed in this
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Figure 8: Morphology evolution (L = 1, 1002 elements, A = 3000, 2 = 1) characterized by φ0 = 0.63 for the following
time steps: t = 2.266 · 10−6, 1.648 · 10−5, 6.643 · 10−5, 1.286 · 10−4, 2.612 · 10−4 and final morphology, respectively.
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work, which are EBCN, ESDIRK3 and ESDIRK4. We notice significantly larger size of time
steps for higher order time step schemes. We record the biggest difference between schemes
EBCN and ESDIRK3, where the total number of time steps was reduced by a factor of 5, which
is also reflected in CPU run times (see Table 2). For higher order time schemes it is possible to
use larger time step, however larger time steps also affects total number of iterations required to
solve the problem in given time step. In particular, we also ran tests using the ESDIRK5 method
and observed this trend (increasing size of time steps and corresponding increase in Newton
iterations)4. We notice that even though the total number of time steps is significantly reduced
for ESDIRK3 method compared to EBCN, the total number of iteration is reduced only by less
than 50%. Consequently, the total number of Newton’s iteration affects CPU run time. Run times
were measured using 16CPUs with 16GB of RAM and 2.2GHz Dual Quad core processors.
Table 2: Comparison between different time schemes for φ0 = 0.63 for 2D problem.
time scheme accepted rejected total Newton’s CPU time
time steps time steps iterations (using 16CPUs)
EBCN 1,682 755 13,898 2h 18min
ESDIRK3 348 187 8,469 1h 10min
ESDIRK4 217 162 10,512 1h 22min
6.2. Analysis of different initial concentration
For simple systems5 there are basically two types of morphologies: (a) morphology with
interconnected phases and (b) droplet-type of morphology. The former type of morphology is
dominant when two phases concomitantly separated and evolves, the later type of morphology,
in turn, is observed when one phase separates from the matrix consisting mostly of the dominant
component. For symmetric systems with components of comparable molar volumes the mor-
phology with interconnected phases is obtained for critical concentration φ0 = 0.5. In turn, for
off-critical compositions the droplet-type of morphology is dominant.
We perform analysis for two initial composition φ0 = 0.5 and φ0 = 0.63. Typical morphology
evolutions are depicted in Figures 8 and 10. For the critical concentration φ0 = 0.5 the morphol-
ogy evolution is more monotonous. In contrast, the droplet-type of morphology exhibits more
drastic coarsening events, when two drops coarsens. This different characteristic is reflected in
the profile of the time step size (see Fig. 12). In both simulations we used mesh of 1002 lin-
ear elements, which corresponds to the ∼ 4.6 elements per interface. To check our estimation, in
Figure 11 we plot the cut at x = 0.4L for both final morphologies. In both cases the concentration
across the interface is approximated using 5 elements, as initially estimated.
Different type of morphology evolution profile is reflected in different energy profile as well
as in the size of time step profile (see Figure 12). We notice that the type of the morphology
affect the behavior of the adaptive time stepper. Due to different morphology evolution the size
4Butcher table for ESDIRK5 was taken from Ref. [31] with γ = 0.205).
5By simple system we mean binary system, which is characterized by double well free energy and only two phases
separate in the process of spinodal decomposition. For comparison, in the case of ternary systems the spectrum of free
energy functionals is much more wider with various types of morphologies, see work [48] for more details.
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Figure 9: (a) Energy plot (total energy Etot , homogeneous energy Ehomo and interfacial energy Eint) for φ0 = 0.63 (2D
case) for ESDRIK3 method only; and (b) size of time step profile for various time stepping methods: EBCN, ESDIRK3
and ESDIRK4 methods. The plots show the variation in time steps as the morphological evolution progresses (energy of
the system dissipates). Note the 5 orders of magnitude scaling in time evolution. Further notice the huge variation in the
time step, which is adjusted using rigorous error control. The drops in time step size are due to rare coarsening events.
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Figure 10: Morphology evolution (L = 1, 1002 elements, A = 3000, 2 = 1) characterized by φ0 = 0.5 for the following
time steps: t = 2.213 · 10−6, 1.641 · 10−5, 6.574 · 10−5, 1.341 · 10−4, 2.567 · 10−4 and final morphology, respectively.
of the time step is adjusted accordingly, as shown in Figure 12. This is a crucial advantage of
such negative feedback base adaptive strategy, as compared to heuristic strategies.
7. Analysis of three dimensional problem
We perform the same type of analysis for three dimensional problem. For comparison we
use the same parameters as in Reference [19], which are 2 = 1, A = 200 and φ0 = 0.63 with
random perturbation of 0.05. We use the same number of elements as in the work [19], which is
1283. The obtained results of three morphology stages are presented in Figure 13. Qualitatively
our results corresponds well with published in Reference [19], especially in terms of the final
morphology, which is the cylinder in both cases. Intermediate stages, however, depend strongly
on the initial random distribution and thus are hard to compare.
For the final testing however, we decide to conduct our analysis for the same parameters as
two dimensional analysis, which are A = 3000, 2 = 1 and initial concentrations φ0 = 0.5,
φ0 = 0.63 and additionally φ0 = 0.75. System characterized with a higher A parameter exhibit
more wavelengths and have a much narrower interfacial width. Such configuration, however, is
more computationally demanding. The same configuration as in 2D tests also provides us with
means to compare two and three dimensional predictions of the same system.
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Figure 11: Concentration profile at x = 0.4 for two initial concentration φ0 = 0.5 and φ0 = 0.63 (2D problem) and final
morphology (for morphology evolution see Figures 8 and 10). Notice that the width of the interface is approximated with
∼ 5 elements for both cases as initially estimated.
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Figure 12: (a) Energy and time step comparison for 2D problem and two initial concentrations: φ0 = 0.63 and φ0 = 0.5,
(b) A zoom in to a fraction of time range to better visualize the difference in energy and time step plots.
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Figure 13: Morphology evolution (1283 elements, L = 1, A = 200, 2 = 1) of the system characterized by φ0 = 0.63 for
following time steps: t = 1.114 · 10−3, 1.517 · 10−3 and steady state solution.
7.1. Analysis of different initial concentration
Similar to two dimensional analysis we plot consecutive stages of morphology evolution
for two initial concentrations φ0 = 0.5 and φ0 = 0.63 in Figures 15 and 16. For initial con-
centration φ0 = 0.5 in both 2D and 3D analysis we observe the same interconnected type of
morphologies, which is expected for the critical concentration case. However, for the off-critical
initial concentration φ0 = 0.63 we observe significant difference in the morphology evolution
between two and three dimensional results (compare Figures 8 and 16). For two dimensional
case we already observe the droplet type of morphology while for three dimensional case the
type of morphology is an interconnected morphology. To further explore this tendency we also
run tests for additional case with φ0 = 0.75, to observe droplet type of morphology, as shown
in Figure 17. This emphasize that 3D simulations allows more freedom for the configuration
to change and gives significantly different morphology than 2D simulations. Different type of
morphology is characterized by different dynamics of phase separation and coarsening. In Fig-
ure 14 we present different time scale of sub-processes for two values of initial concentrations.
For initial concentration φ0 = 0.5 we observe faster dynamics of phase separation comparing
to higher value of initial concentration, the process initiates earlier as a result of more unsta-
ble free energy characteristics. Our results regarding phase separation are consistent with the
observation shown in [26]. Once phase separation initiates the interfaces between two types of
phases are created, introducing interfacial energy to the system. Two types of morphology which
develop are characterized by different interfacial energy profiles. For interpenetrated structure
the interface is longer and, because we observe simultaneous phase separation of two phases:
component-rich and component-lean phase. Such simultaneous phase separation leads to inter-
penetrated and better connected structure. This is opposite to higher initial concentrations, when
we observe faster dynamics of component-rich phase comparing to dynamics of component-lean
phase, and as a consequence we observe particle-like structure. Particle-like structure is char-
acterized by isolated island of component-lean phase, while component-rich phase creates well
connected matrix for component-lean phase. As a consequence interfacial energy is lower but is
being dissipated by rarer events of coarsening. Additionally, initial concentration affects also the
ratio between volume of component-rich phase and component-lean phase. Simply there is less
component-lean phase which is additionally less connected due to difference between critical
concentration and initial concentration.
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To further check our width interface estimation, in Figure 18 we plot the cut at y = 0.15L
and z = 0.97 for two final morphologies corresponding to mean concentration φ0 = 0.5 and
φ0 = 0.75. Similarly to 2D case, in both cases the solution across the interface is approximated
using 5 elements, as initially estimated. This clearly show that the estimation provided in the
Reference [1] can be successfully used also in 3D case.
7.2. Analysis of various time schemes
We perform comparative analysis between different time schemes used to solve split Cahn-
Hilliard equation. We select the same set of schemes EBCN, ESDIRK3 and ESDIRK4, as used
in 2D analysis. We plot the time step profile together with energy profile in Figure 19.
We observe similar tendency to two dimensional analysis. The number of time steps is signif-
icantly reduced when higher order time schemes are applied. We observe the biggest difference
between EBCN and ESDIRK3. Finally, for ESDIRK4 method we also record increased number
of Newton’s iterations, what affects the run times (see Table 3). Our analysis consistently shows
(2D and 3D) that ESDIRK3 method provides good balance between size of time step and number
of iterations.
Compared to the two dimensional case we can observe higher richness of temporal evolution,
what results in larger total number of time steps required to simulate morphology evolution till
steady state is reached. This tendency is consistent for various values of initial concentrations,
see Figure 14.
Table 3: Comparison between different time schemes for φ0 = 0.63 for 3D problem.
time scheme accepted rejected total Newton’s CPU time
time steps time steps iterations (using 160 CPUs)
EBCN 2,848 846 18,351 39h 56min
ESDIRK3 517 214 10,786 20h 37min
ESDIRK4 341 194 12,540 21h 16min
7.3. Stationary solutions in the periodic cube
The steady state solution of the Cahn-Hilliard equation for the periodic domain is related to
the isoperimetric problem [39, 40] and has important practical implications (e.g. diblock copoly-
mer phase separation [49] or thin film pattern formation [50]). It has been shown that the Cahn-
Hilliard equation mimics the isoperimetic problem [41] when interface width is infinitesimally
small (2 → 0) and thus can be used to study isoperimetic problem. Indeed, the Cahn-Hilliard
equation allows to simulate, for given volume, how the morphology evolves and searches for the
optimal configuration with minimal interfacial energy and thus the minimal interfacial surface
area.
However, the complexity of the Cahn-Hilliard equation for three dimensional cases narrows
the accessibility of the steady state solution. In Reference [19] only one type of stationary so-
lutions for 3D problems of the periodic domain was obtained, which is horizontal or vertical
cylinder. At the same time, using mathematical tools from differential geometry, e.g. Brakke’s
Surface Evolver [51], a set of five candidates of the stable surfaces in the flat 3D-tori were in-
dicated [39]: vertical or parallel stripe, sphere, cylinder, Lawson surface and Schwarz surface
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Figure 14: Energy and time step comparison for 3D problem and two initial concentrations: φ0 = 0.5 and φ0 = 0.75
(top). The comparison of the energy profiles for various initial concentrations (bottom), notice different dynamics of
phase separation and coarsening reflected in different energy profiles: Ehomo and Eint .
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Figure 15: Morphology evolution (1003 elements, L = 1, A = 3000, 2 = 1) of the system characterized by φ0 = 0.5 for
following time steps: t = 1.025 · 10−5, 5.041 · 10−5, 1.004 · 10−4, 1.021 · 10−3, 8.072 · 10−3 and final steady state solution.
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Figure 16: Morphology evolution (1003 elements, L = 1, A = 3000, 2 = 1) of the system characterized by φ0 = 0.63 for
following time steps: t = 1.025 · 10−5, 5.011 · 10−5, 1.003 · 10−4, 5.135 · 10−4, 2.066 · 10−3 and final steady state solution.
Compare with 2D simulation (Figures 8) and notice that the type of morphology obtained depends on the dimensionality
considered. This demonstrate the importance of the 3D analysis.
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Figure 17: Morphology evolution (1003 elements, L = 1, A = 3000, 2 = 1) of the system characterized by φ0 = 0.75 for
following time steps: t = 5.084 · 10−5, 1.0 · 10−4, 5.075 · 10−4, 1.024 · 10−3, 2.004 · 10−3 and final steady state solution.
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Figure 18: Concentration profile at y = 0.15 and z = 0.97 for two initial concentration φ0 = 0.5 and φ0 = 0.75
(3D problem) and final morphology. Notice that the width of the interface is approximated with ∼ 5 elements for both
cases as initially estimated.
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Figure 19: (a) Energy plot (total energy Etot , homogeneous energy Ehomo and interfacial energy Eint) for ESDRIK3
method (3D case); and (b) size of time step profile for various time stepping methods: EBCN, ESDIRK3 and ESDIRK4
methods. The plots show the variation in time steps as the morphological evolution progresses (energy of the system
dissipates) for φ0 = 0.63 and A = 3000. Note the 4 orders of magnitude scaling in time evolution. Further notice the
large variation in the time step, which is adjusted using rigorous error control. The drops in time step size are due to rare
coarsening events.
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Figure 20: Local solutions to the isoperimetric problem in 3D: set of steady state solutions obtained numerically (top)
and the set of hypothesized candidates (bottom) taken from [52].
(see Figure 20 bottom). Nevertheless, some of them are only hypothetical candidates, and the
isoperimetric problem in flat 3D torus still remains an open question in classical differential
geometry.
The efficient framework we present here allowed us to search for local solutions using this
physically-based tool. In the course of numerical simulations we identified all five candidates,
which we present in Figure 20 (top).
8. Scalability of the Framework and Numerical Strategies
When considering spinodal decomposition in three dimensions, the complexity of the numer-
ical model increases. This is especially evident for larger spatial domain and when the evolution
of the morphology for longer times (including equilibrium final morphology) is required. Thus,
efficient parallel implementation of the solver may provide means for new practical application
of the Cahn-Hilliard equation. In this section we show the scalability tests for two sizes of the
considered problem of our solver.
8.1. Scalability Analysis
To perform the analysis we use three dimensional problem described in the section 7, which
is 3D domain with A = 200, 2 = 1 and D = φ · (1 − φ) (i.e. degenerate mobility). We solve only
one time step using ESDIRK3 time scheme, each stage of the method required on average two
iterations of non-linear solver to obtained solution. For each configuration a total of six systems
of equation are solved. To provide comparable conditions, when increasing number of degree of
freedom we also increased size of domain proportionally. The reference configuration consists
of 1283 elements for the domain of the size 13, which gives ∼ 4.2M degree of freedom. The
larger problem consists of 1923 (∼ 14.2M dof) elements for 1.53 domain. Such configuration
provides the representative sample for analysis.
In our tests we measure run time required to provide solution for one time step using p
processors, Tp. Next we determine the speed up S p = (T1/Tp), as a ratio between execution
time for sequential version of solver and execution time for parallel version using p processors.
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Figure 21: Visualizing the Lawson and P Schwarz surfaces: we show multiples of unit cells to better visualize these
isoperimetric solutions.
The size of the considered problem are too large to solve sequentially, thus, we refer the speed
up to the run time obtained with minimal possible number of processors, which depends on the
accessible memory on the given machine and the size of considered problem (T1 = pminTp, where
pmin is the minimal possible number of processor necessary to solve the problem of a given size).
In Figure 22 (left) we show obtained run times and relative speed up for smaller considered
problem on the machine Ranger-Teragrid. In the same Figure we also plot the comparison be-
tween two machines: TACC-Ranger 6 and CyStorm 7. Initially the speed up matches for both
machines. At the beginning the speed up for both machines is close to linear behavior. How-
ever, with increased number of CPUs, the relative speed up shows worsening behavior which is
attributed to increased communication between processors, as expected. However, we still can
increase the size of the problem while maintain the same size of problem per processor and obtain
comparable run times, as shown in Figure 22 (right). Our analysis also shows that our framework
scales when the size of the problem per CPU is within range 10, 000 to 80, 000 degree of freedom
per CPU. All trends provide good prognosis for ultra large scale simulations.
8.2. Remarks regarding numerical strategies
In the course of the numerical simulation we made several interesting observation regarding
the numerical strategies for solving the Cahn-Hilliard equation.
1. First of all, we notice that it can be beneficial to rescale the two split equation such that
the change in chemical potential µ and concentration φ are of the same order. We do it
simply by dividing second equation of split version by a value proportional to the value of
A used in free energy functional. It significantly improves convergence, since the residuals
of both equation reduce at a comparable rate.
6Ranger consists of 3, 936 nodes with four quad-core AMD Opteron 2.3GHz and with 32 GB RAM, part of Teragrid
program.
7Cystorm consists of 400 nodes with dual quad core AMD Barcelona 2.2GHz and with 8 GB RAM, installed at Iowa
State University.
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Figure 22: Run time Tp [s] and relative speed up for machine Ranger-Teragrid and speed up comparison between two
clusters Ranger and CyStorm (left). Comparison shows that the efficiency of the framework depends on the amount of
communication, but also on the configuration of a given machine. Weak scaling for various sizes of the problem obtained
with Ranger-machine (right). Notice that the run times for comparable size of the problem per CPU are comparable
despite total size of the problem.
2. Similar to Reference [12], we observe that a fraction of time steps were rejected due to in-
creased number of Newtons iterations or slow/no convergences of Krylov solver. In such
case we reject the size of time step and reduce the time step, which allows to eliminate
the burden. Authors of the Reference [12] suggested more careful design of the controller
as a potential remedy to this problem. We investigate this behavior for three different
schemes we used in our study. Our numerical investigations reveal that when the order of
time scheme is increased the problem is in fact exacerbated. We found that the problem
is attributed to energy sign flipping of consecutive stages in multistage methods. When
the solution is close to the equilibrium concentration, ∂ f /∂φ may change sign, when ap-
proaching zero. Sign flipping affects the Jacobian and function evaluation procedure for
residual stages. We were able to correlate the number of flips in given stage and increased
number of iterations or lack of convergence. Step rejection, followed by time step re-
duction allows to diminish the problem and approach minimum is slower pace. This also
explains why for lower order time schemes the problem does not manifest itself. For such
cases the size of allowable time step is lower and the local minimum is approached at a
slower pace, additionally the number of stages is lower and consequently the number of
flips is also reduced.
9. Conclusions
1. We perform analysis of both temporal and spatial discretization of the Cahn-Hilliard equa-
tion and build a highly efficient framework to open venues for new practical application of
the equation. This is very important taking into account the wide spectrum of applications
for the equation, e.g. polymer phase separation or tumor growth.
2. We postulate set of tests based on two morphology descriptors, which are interface width
and dominant wavelength, to desensitize the effect of the mesh on the solution. They
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allows to describe the multiple length scales of spinodal decomposition, and to isolate two
subprocesses of different nature, which are phase separation leading to boundary creation
and coarsening leading to bulky phase creation. This suite of test problems provides means
to compare various approaches, and determine the minimal number of grid units required
to model the dynamics of the thin interface. Surprisingly, there are no systematic attempts
for such comparative study in the literature of the subject. This is very important element
of the efficient framework especially for 3D problems where the complexity of the solution
increases.
3. Our findings show that any of the tested schemes that ensures at least 4 grid units per
interface satisfactory captures both phase separation and coarsening process. Additionally,
our tests show that linear basis functions better adjust to the fast changes in the curvature
during coarsening, while the higher order spatial discretization exhibit error oscillations.
4. We explore additional gains, in terms of framework efficiency, by applying various em-
bedded time schemes which allows time adaptivity. We notice that adaptive strategies
are very beneficial when used to solve the Cahn-Hilliard equation. Using rigorous error
control, it is possible to adjust time step to the multiscale temporal nature of the phase
separation and coarsening process. The size of time step changes by several order of mag-
nitude, depending on the initial concentration and problem dimensionality. Additionally,
our comparative study of various time schemes shows that significant improvement can be
achieved by applying higher-order time schemes. It is possible to reduce number of time
steps required to predict morphology evolution till steady state is reached, by almost one
order of magnitude. However, larger size of time step results in increased total number
of Newton’s iterations. Our analysis for 2D and 3D cases shows that ESDIRK3 method
provide a good balance between size of time step and number of iterations. Consequently,
ESDIRK3 gives the shortest runs times.
5. To our best knowledge, this is the first analysis of time adaptivity devoted to the 3D solu-
tion of the Cahn-Hilliard equation. It reveals higher complexity of the modeled phenomena
compared to the 2D simulations.
6. We demonstrate the importance of the 3D analysis, showing that different type of mor-
phologies can be obtained for the same initial concentrations depending on the dimension-
ality considered (2D or 3D). Transition between two types of morphologies for two and
three dimensional problem seems to be an interesting subject for further investigation. The
phase search for different types of materials with different free energy profiles may provide
valuable insight into the phase separation phenomena.
7. We use the efficient framework to address the isoperimetric problem for the periodic flat
tori, an open question in differential geometry, via Cahn-Hillard equations and find all five
different steady state solutions, which correspond well with hypothesized candidates.
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corresponding energy plot.
Appendix A. Appendix:Analysis of the mesh size on the coupled phase separation and
coarsening
In Figure A.23 we present final morphology for the coupled effect of the phase separation
and coarsening for different mesh sizes with 322, 642, 1282, 2562 (which correspond to N = 1.5,
N = 3, N = 6, N = 12). Simulation have been performed for random initial concentration
around φ0 = 0.63 for Flory-Huggins free energy with A = 3000 and B = 3. From the Figure it is
apparent that morphology evolution strongly depends on the spatial discretization, and too sparse
grid results in the frozen morphology (322 mesh) or fuzzy and thicker interface (642). Meshes
which capture interface with at least N = 4 grid units provides good spatial approximation.
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